
Purple Flare Wraps Launches Customized
Vehicle Restyling in Las Vegas

Purple Flare Wraps is an auto restyling

shop in Las Vegas specializing in window

tinting, paint protection film, ceramic

coatings, wraps, and auto detailing

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, UNITED STATES,

July 1, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Many

people think of a "restyled" car as a

ride with flashy paint jobs, enormous

spoilers, blaring exhausts, and a bunch

of teenagers behind the wheel. But

there is more to this story. Many

automobiles restyling works, such as

paint protection film, can protect the

car body against road debris and chips.

Similarly, a ceramic applicator can

protect the car paint and improve the

exterior look. For some, a car is not just

a vehicle to drive but an extension of

their personality.

The good news is there are few premium automobile restyling shops like Purple Flare Wraps,

which provides custom window tilting and more options to Las Vegas car owners. This place

caters to car enthusiasts and to people who believe that cars too can afford to be a bit artsy,

equipped with a look that sets them apart from the crowd. It has recently launched its website,

and it is widening its service network to offer more customization options.

There are many options for restyling a car, from auto detailing and vehicle wraps to window

tinting and even full-color artwork. Each car service ensures customers receive the desired

results that align with their personality. Besides styling, these restyling options can shield the car

body from elements and improve its performance. Take the example of applying paint protection

film in Las Vegas. It restores the paint's luster and protects it from flaking and fading. When

applied to a car, paint protection film acts as a solid clear coat, shielding the paint from everyday

hazards like rocks, bugs, and road debris. The role of car styling here is often more functional

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://purpleflareagency.com/paint-protection-film/
https://purpleflareagency.com/paint-protection-film/


rather than aesthetics.

Many people think that applying a PPF

can compromise the vehicle's

appearance. However, an experienced

automobile restyling workshop like

Purple Flare Wraps knows how to

retain the original look using a

transparent, 8 mm urethane film. As a

result, customers can feel assured

about their vehicle retaining its original

looks and still be adequately protected.

Las Vegas has a hot desert climate

where the summer months can be sweltering. Driving in these conditions can feel exhausting.

That is why many residents choose car window tinting in Las Vegas. Most individuals only

consider the amount of privacy and protection offered by professionally tinted windows when

deciding whether or not to invest in window tinting. However, it has additional benefits. For

Purple Flare knocked it out

of the park on my vehicle

wrap! Great customer

service and communication

throughout the entire

process, and the attention

to detail is excellent. Highly

recommend.”

Itzel C, North Las Vegas, NV

example, by investing in a darker tint film with a lower VLT

level, individuals can protect their belongings in the car

from onlookers. In addition, a good window tint can

protect the car interior upholstery from the sun's fading

rays and prevent other types of sun damage. Also, it

maintains a pleasant environment for the car's occupants.

As with any product, better results are more achievable

with higher-quality window tint films.

A professional with experience in installing high-end

window tinting products from manufacturers like Nebula

and Photon is essential for achieving optimal results. This

is why it is crucial to hire a reliable auto restyling business. When it comes to window tinting,

Purple Flare can be a good option because of its team of professional technicians. In addition, all

vehicle types, including SUVs, minivans, sedans, and sports vehicles, are compatible with their

services.

The hot weather in Las Vegas can wear off the paint and shine of a car without proper

protection. Therefore, choosing a ceramic coating in Las Vegas becomes more of a necessity. The

Nano-Ceramic Coating is simple to apply and provides additional layers and years of protection

for the car's paint, glass, trim, and wheels. With just one application, automobiles can be

protected from the elements and have a brilliant shine. For ceramic coatings in Las Vegas, Purple

Flair is one of the few companies specializing in industry-leading R1 Coatings® Pro Nano Ceramic

https://purpleflareagency.com/window-tinting/
https://purpleflareagency.com/ceramic-coatings/


Coating. Compared to conventional waxes and sealants, R1 Coatings® Pro is far superior. This

applicator protects the vehicle from the sun, bird poop, bugs, light abrasions, and other

environmental hazards by forming a solid bond with the vehicle's surface. Besides these, graphic

wraps, powder coating, and auto detailing are also popular choices among car owners. When

choosing a service provider, ensure they have professional knowledge and experience working

with different vehicles and restyling materials from manufacturers. One such automobile

restyling center is Purple Flair Wraps. It specializes in window tinting, PPF, and ceramic coatings.

About Purple Flair Wraps

From tinting to wraps, Purple Flare offers stylish, customized, and trusted auto restyling services

in Las Vegas. Its expert team ensures that every car styling project is completed on time, within

budget, and with the quality customers expect. Business wraps, personal wraps, paint protection

film, nano ceramic coatings, window tinting, and more are just some of the services Purple Flare

Agency offers. Now equipped with a website, the one-stop-shop for all car restyling needs offers

more support for unique car customization requests.
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